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Java A widely used object-oriented programming language and software platform that runs on billions 
of devices including notebook computers, mobile devices, gaming consoles, medical devices and 
many others. The rules and syntax of Java are based on the C and C++ languages.

Jira A software application used for issue tracking and project management developed by Australian 
software company Atlassian – it has become widely used by agile development teams to track 
bugs, stories, epics and other tasks.

Job Lot  › A collection of various objects bought or sold as a group, usually at a lower price.

 › A future contract whose denomination is less than a standard lot – in the commodities futures 
market, it can help smaller buyers participate in the market and increase liquidity for all market 
participants.

 › A non-standard job undertaken by a manufacturer.

Joint Venture JV – A business arrangement in which two or more organisations combine resources on a project 
or service. The agreement length and resources will vary. Organisations participating agree to 
split any profits the venture creates. As a result, joint ventures are potentially advantageous for 
organisations in need of expanded resources with minimal infusion of capital.

Judgemental Sampling A non-statistical subjective approach to determining sample size and selection. Based on other 
work, it may be possible to test the most significant and / or risky transactions and to emphasise the 
types of transactions subject to high control risk.

Jurisdiction The limits of a legal authority. It can refer to both political territories and geographic regions, as well 
as types of legal matters over which a legal body has authority. A formally authorised legal body is 
a court, political or governmental office, and, in many situations, a law enforcement agency.

JV Refer Joint Venture


